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ABSTRACT 
There were plenty of feasts for religious celebration or custom which Aryan race or India –
European race held daily or monthly in ancient Iran. Some of these celebrations were for 
the beginning of a season like Norooz celebration which was held at the beginning of the 
spring (simultaneously with the New Year), or Sadeh festival (at the end of winter), or 
celebrations to the days of the year like sextet Gah- Anbar (for Zoroaster believed that God 
has created the world in Six Time). In this article we have tried to consider about each 
celebration (for what reason they were held).                       
                                      
KEY WORDS: Jashn (feast), Gah Anbar, GAtha, Sadeh, Mehregan, Norooz (some Iranian 
feasts). 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 The word Jashn is from Sin in holy book” Avesta” and sometime is called Yasna, because all the religious 

celebration like “Mehregan or Farvardegan” were to pray or praise the God and these blessed holy days were 

called Jashn. Happiness, joy, pleasure, and giving a party were called” Aidd”, so when we say Jashn Norooz it is 

also for Aidde Norooz (and some other words in Persian like: Bazm and Soor and Mihmani (which all of them 

mean hospitality).These Jashns were related to days, months and sometimes (Gah Anbarha). 

 In Avesta book, the calendar was on the base of solar year with 365 days. Each year had 12 months, and 

every month had exactly 30 days and every day had a name which are for “emshaspandan” or “Izadan” (God), 

the last 5 days were after the last day of the last month of the year (Isphand) they were called “Panjeh” (5), or 

“Panjeh Dozdideh” (stolen 5). 

 The days with the name of 12 month and monthly Jashn:  The names of the 12 month are the same for 12 

days. For example “Farvardin” is the name of the first month of the year (the beginning of spring season) and it 

is also called for the 19
th

 day of each month or “Ordibehesht” the2nd month of the year and of spring is also the 

name for the 3
rd

 day of each month.  For this reason when every day with the name of every month coincident 

together it was a Jashn.  They had 12 Jashns in the year only for this matter that is better to call them monthly 

Jashns. They are as follows: 

 
 Months name Date and name of the day The name of the Jashn 

1 Farvardin 19th day of the month, Farvardin day Farvardegan Jashn 

2 Ordibehesht 3rd day of the month, Ordibehesht day Ordibeheshtegan Jashn 

3 khordad 6th day of the month, khordad day Khordadegan Jashn 

4 Tir 13th day of the month, Tir day Tiregan Jashn 

5 Amordad 7th day of the month, Amordad day Amordadegan Jashn 

6 Shahrivar 4th day of the month, Shahrivar day Shahrivaregan Jashn 

7 Mehr 16th day of the month, Mehr day Mehregan Jashn 

8 Aban 10th day of the month, Aban day Abanegan Jashn 

9 Azar 9th day of the month, Azar day Azaregan Jashn 

10 Day 1st day of the month, Hormozd day Khorram Rooz Jashn 

11 Bahman 2nd day of the month, Bahman day Bahmanegan Jashn 

12 Esphand 5th day of the month, sephandar Maz day Esphandegan Jashn 

 

 Those were the 12 Jashns of the months which were held in Sasanian time with great ceremony. (Rezaee 

book, 1968, page 87) 

Sextets Jashns of Gah Anbar:   
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 Gah Anbar or Gah Bar have the same meaning and are 6 special days that God created the world in them. 

Majoos has said in his book (Zand) that Zoroaster believed that God had created the world in 6 time (Gah) and 

the first of each Gah (time) had a name and it had a Jashn for itself. 

 Mediozerm Gah Anbar:  The first Gah Anbar is at 15
th

 of Ordibehesht month (45th day of the year) that the 

Sky was created in it. 

 Medioshem Gah Anbar: It is at the 15
th

 of Tir month (105th day of the year) that Water was created in it. 

 Patieh Shahimm Gah Anbar: It is at the 30
th 

of Shahrivar month (180
th

 day of the year) that the Earth was 

created in it.
 

 Ayasarm Gah Anbar:  It is at the 30
th

 of Mehr month (210th day of the year) that the Plants were created in 

it. 

 Mediarm Gah Anbar: It is at the 20
th

 of Day month (290
th

 day of the year) that the animals were created in 

it. 

 Hams Pathmidieh Gah Anbar:  It is at the last day of the year (365
th

 day of the year) that the man was 

created in it, it is also called Farvardegan Jashn. 

 Each Jashn of Gah Anbars had 5 days for itself and the last day was the most important. Historians have 

said that the king Anooshirvan did not accept Joustin (the ambassador of Rome) for 10 days because of the 

ceremony of Farvardegan Jashn. 

 In those days all were giving charity (depended to their abilities).  In a pray left from Sasanian time, the 

contrite said: Please forgive me because I could not participate in Gah Anbar ceremony and I did not give 

charity. (Rezaee book, year 1968, page 101)   

 Jashns of Gatts’ days: 12 months were exactly 360 days and the left 5 days, with the name of Panjeh 

Dozdideh (5 stolen) –Andar Gah, Gatt’s days or other name, were Jashns and people were enjoying them, 

because they believed the souls of their dead men were coming down from the heaven to their houses. (Rezaee 

book, year 1968, page 88) 

 

Soori Jashns:  

 A chain of Aryan-race and India-European nations were the Jashns which were held by fire. Mean of 

lightening a fire is to give a Jashn for the beginning of hospitality, joy, and happiness (between some nations of 

Greek, Romans, and European, the fire Jashns is still seen). Among the fire Jashns in Iran the Chaharshanbeh 

Souri Jashn (the last night of Wednesday of the year) and Sadeh Jashn are still left. The forgotten fire Jashns are: 

Azargan (09 Azar month), and Shahrivaregan (04 Shahrivar month). It is necessary to say that Zoroastrian 

believed that the Light, Fire, and the Sun are the manifestation of God (Ahoora Mazda in ancient Iran), the 

appearance with brightness. 

 

Saddeh Jashn:  

 It is said that when a 100 days of winter had passed Iranian began to hold Saddeh Jashn because they 

believed that the top and intensity of coldness had passed and this phenomenon of immovability and 

disorganization which was from Satan (Ahriman in ancient Persian) was going to decline. This Jashn was 

exactly held at night when a 100 day of winter had passed (in a great Jashn by lightening a huge fire which was 

from God’s secret and sarcasm of the Satan weakness since his forces were destroyed).  One of Saddeh’s Jashn 

specification and specialty is cooperation and assistance of people. This public Jashn in the past was a custom. 

All were gathering wood and dry bush and stalks for the Jashn. It was a precept and a deed which had reward by 

God. People in this Jashn burned some wild or poisonous beast in the fire (Rezaee book, year 1968, and page 

343). 

 Soori’s Jashn at the end of the year: Iranian calendar had not Saturday, Sunday, Wednesday and so on 

(Shanbeh, Yekshanbeh or Chahar shanbeh in Persian).The base of their calendar was not to divide the month to 

4 weeks which is current today, so at the last Wednesday (Chahar shanbeh) night of the year there was not a 

Jashn like today’s Chahar shanbeh Souri Jashn in Iran. This Iranian calendar was fitted after Arabs came to Iran. 

Souri Jashn was an ancient habit, or custom which was held at the end of the year and what is clear it was not on 

the night of Wednesday (Chahar shanbeh) and Fire lightening was related to the Farvardegan Jashn that 

Foroohar or the souls of the dead were coming down from their main place in the sky to the city, territory and 

home for 10 days and lived with their remaining members of the family. One of the religious precepts was to 

light Fire on the roofs of their houses or in district an alleys. The cause of Fire was for the dead to see their 

houses by the light of it as they said). 

 Nourooz:  Nourooz has been the biggest and the most outstanding Jashn in Iran up to now. Sanctity, honor, 

respect, and the greatness of Nourooz is beyond conception and imagination because the first day of the month 

of spring season (Farvardin) which is the beginning of renewed life in the world, is also moderation and the 

Resurrection of the Nature, the first of New Year begins in the name of God, and is particularly for purified 

souls of Foroosh, Foroohar, Jouhar Hayat (some Persian names). 
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 Abb Rizegan Jashn:  Abb Rizegan Jashn, as Most historians and writers has pointed to it, is the most 

famous and credible ceremony which is related to Nourooz. Some of its orders related to it were: To wash 

ablution and sprinkle the water on each other. This Jashn is still held in some parts of Kohkiiloyeh- Boir Ahmad 

Province in southwest of Iran in autumn season to ask for water. 

 Little Nourooz:  The first day of Farvardin month is the little Nourooz or public (Ammeh in Persian) 

Nourooz. The first 5 days of Farvardin were for all people and everyone performed the ceremony. All were 

happy and enjoyed it that was why they called it Nourooz Ammeh (public), Parviz Azkaee book, page 12. 

 Great Nourooz:  Great Nourooz, Khordad Rooz, Special Nourooz, or as the Persians in India say, Khordad 

Sall (year), was at the 6
th

 of Farvardin month in ancient Iran. This day had an important, Sanctity and great 

value among the Jashns and Tides for Iranian especially in Sasanian time. Zoroastrians believed that Zoroaster 

had been born in this day. (Rezaee book, year 1968, page 201) 

 Mehregan Jashn:  As it is written in great Daryoosh’s petro glyphs in Bisotoon kuh (mountain), the New 

Year began in autumn season and the very famous Jashn of Mehregan (Beghiyad) in ancient Iran was really the 

Iranian’ New year Jashn(Christen Sen, year 1978, page 471). At the end of great Daryoosh’s sovereignty the 

beginning of New Year became the religious Jashn of Zoroaster and it changed to the first of Farvardin month 

(Jashn Nourooz) and because of this changing of the New Year beginning, many of the ceremonies whatever 

national or religious for Nourooz and Mehregan are the same   (Christen Sen, year 1978, page 477). One of the 

most obvious ceremonies of Nourooz and Mehregan was the charge of people for the kings (Rezaee book, year 

1968, and page 275). 

 Yalda: Yalda and the ceremonies which are held at the first night of winter (the longest night of the year) 

has a past record to several thousand years and it is of special Characteristic for Aryan race. The past Indians, 

Iranian, and India-Europeans nations gave a happy birthday feast for the sun and specially the Germans 

performed this ceremony at first of winter and connected it to the God of the sun, which is not very far of the 

reality because the first of winter is like the birth of a new sun. The first day of the Day month (first Iranian 

month in the winter) is called: Khour (the sun), Khoreh (light or brightness) and also Khorram Rooz (fresh and 

green day). 

 The other year’s feast (Jashn): In the past there were many other Jashns: Religious or national or a 

combined of both of them in every month with figures and allegations to interpret and explain the myths, stories, 

historical questions and events. 

 Abanghah Jashn: this Jashn was held in 12
th

 of Farvardin with water and rain and the ceremony for 

sanctification of it (Rezaee book, year 1968, and page 391), and on the first of Aban month (2
nd

 moth of autumn 

in Iran) there was a Jashn with the same name accompanying with spreading water and waiting for rain (Borhan 

Ghate book ), 

 Soroosh Rooz: The 17
th

 day of every month was Soroosh Rooz. In Borhan Ghate book is written that 

praying is good in this day and to go to the Fire temple (Rezaee book, year 1968, and page 391). 

 Khazan (autumn) Jashn: It was probably 2 Jashns with this name: First Khazan Jashn on 8
th

 of Shahrivar 

(last month of the summer in Iran) and 2
nd

 Khazan Jashn on first of Mehr (first month of autumn in Iran) 

(Rezaee book, year 1968, and page 404). 

 Siir Soor:  On 14
th of 

Day month it was custom to prepare and eat the food with garlic (Rezaee book, year 

1968, and page 415). 

 DibeGan Jashn: On 15
th

 of Day month a statue of a man was made by paste or mud and put it in doorways 

and then they burned it (Rezaee book, year 1968, and page 417). 

 

Gav (bull) Gill (athlete) Jashn:  

 It is said that it was for separating Turkistan from Iran and the bulls plundered by Turkistan people were 

retaken (Rezaee book, year 1968, and page 418). 

 Badd Barreh Jashn: the name of every 22th month is Badd. This word In Avesta, holly book, is Watt and is 

one the Gods in Zoroastrian religion. Abu Reihan Biroony says: In Qom city and in its surrounding this Jashn 

was held with particulars ceremony that was accompanied by happiness and dancing. There was a big Bazaar 

which had anything for joy and coming and going, it was such a carnival (Rezaee book, year 1968, and page 

422). 

 

Consequence:   

 These ceremonies show that all the Jashns were related to the natural phenomenon, cosmos, or ecological 

condition and solar calendar. There is no Jashn of coarseness, fury or harshness and ill-treatment to animals or 

plants in Iranian ceremony, the most important point is that all of them were accompanied with happiness and 

rejoicing, so there were no place for grief, tears, sadness or anxiety. The outstanding point is that all people (no 

matter of what nation) united and coexistence peacefully held them. 
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